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Is 'miracle' cure for
diabetes simply healthy
eating? Low-calorie diet
reverses disorder in just
four months, say scientists
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Healthy eating plan is 'most effective' way of
tackling obesity-linked Type 2 disorder
It could spell the end of long-term medication
for sufferers
By KERRY MCQUEENEY
Last updated at 12:07 PM on 29th November 2011
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Type 2 diabetes could be reversed in just four months by simply following
a low-calorie diet, a study has revealed.
According to the research, people who reduced their calorific intake in
their daily diet experienced a far greater improvement in the condition and their health in general - than any medication offered.
This means that life-saving insulin would no longer be needed to combat
the disorder, cardiac function would improve and dangerous fats building
up around patients' hearts would be significantly reduced.
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Good, old fashioned healthy eating: As obesity levels soar, so too
has the rate of Type 2 diabetes - but a cure could be as simple as a
low-calorie diet

As obesity levels soar, type 2 diabetes is fast emerging as one of the
biggest priorities for the health profession.
The disorder has seen a worrying rise in the UK, thought to be driven by
junk food diets and a lack of exercise.
More...
So it's not nonsense! Probiotic drinks that tame irritable bowels
Killer lung disease victims left for years on useless asthma
inhalers
Big families are GOOD for the heart: Four or more babies cuts
risk of mother suffering cardiac disease

Dr Sebastiaan Hammer, the study's lead author, told The Express: 'It is
striking to see how a relatively simple intervention of a very low-calorie
diet effectively cures Type 2 diabetes.
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Dr Hammer, from the Department
of Radiology at Leiden University
Medical Centre in the Netherlands,
added that the results showed
significant improvements in patients
after just 16 weeks of following a
low-calorie diet.
Just last month it was revealed how
the number of diabetes sufferers in
Britain has risen by 50 per cent in
only five years.
Campaigners warned that the
increase is being fuelled by the
soaring levels of obesity, with some
3million adults and children now
living with the condition.
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And in the past 12 months alone, there has been an increase of more than
117,000 new cases.
The Diabetes UK charity warned that the NHS is now spending almost a a
tenth of its budget - £9billion - every year treating patients.
Some 90 per cent of sufferers have type 2 diabetes, the form which can be
caused by being overweight or obese.
The remainder have type 1, which is believed to be genetic.
Scientists believe excess fat upsets the working of insulin – a key hormone
which delivers sugar to cells – and this can lead to type 2 diabetes.
Those with the condition are five times more at risk of heart attacks and
strokes and can also suffer damage to nerve endings in feet, cells in the
eye’s retina and kidney disease.
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I feel that a low carbohydrate diet has saved my life. Many of my ancestors died from
autoimmune issues and diabetes- an entire branch of my family tree dead at least 20
years early. I got with a naturopath/chiropractor instead of the mainstream leachers
and their expensive poisons. With a controlled diet I no longer bleed into my stools or
have convulsions and wonder if I'll make it through the night. Now I only get sick, and
only moderately, if I have too many carbs.
- Thebes, Santa Fe, NM, 30/11/2011
02:18
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Diabetes Type 2 can be reversed with the right diet and exercise regime.
- frankie, cork, 30/11/2011 02:09
Report abuse
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Oh and please read the headline. Healthy eating plan is 'most effective' way of
tackling OBESITY-linked Type 2 disorder. In other words it will not help the slim. It
will only aid the obese who we are well aware cause diabetes to themselves by their
weight (in a lot of cases)
- kaz, wales, 30/11/2011 01:09
Report abuse
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MARY MARY, Donegal, 29/11/2011 19:46 The extra low calorie diet will work for me
too? What an idiotic and dangerous comment. The diet plan being hyped up here is
aimed at OVERWEIGHT diabetics. Some of which have caused their diabetes by
being obese. I am not in that catagory. If I do as you suggest I will become
underweight which is not healthy at all. I have low cholesterol, low blood pressure
and I am well within my medically correct weight to height range. When this news
broke a few months ago I asked my GP about it. He warned me not to even
contemplate this diet. I really despair at this one size fits all mentality that people
have against type 2 diabetes. We are not all fat and unfit. One poster here has
already explained that they are diabetic due to pancreas damage. Are you seriously
suggesting that this person can go on an extreme diet and be cured?
- kaz, wales, 30/11/2011 01:07
Report abuse
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2

My type 2 diabetes started some years ago when I was hospitalised with acute
pancreatitis and I found myself on a drip for 12 days. The cause was a very large gall
stone which was removed after I was deemed to be well enough to have the
operation. Pancreatitis is more common than envisaged, and all sufferers should be
wary of getting diabetes afterwards, as insulin is made in the now damaged
pancreas.
- Stuart, Birmingham, 29/11/2011
23:04
Report abuse

Click to rate
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Even registered to post this comment Raw food is the only answer as mentioned in 2
other posts, second to no food :). You can read one of Arnold Ehret books
(mucusless diet, rational fasting) for beginning, or watch 'simply raw' on above
subject or 'fat sick and nearly dead' on similar subject. There are many more books
and movies. Healthy sceptics can watch 'Breakthrough'. From my personal
experience I felt best while on raw (6 and 8 months in last 4 years). After stopping
both times, regained 25kg i have lost during raw (both loss and gain were fast). Now
slowly trying to restart and be raw for life. In 10 days 40.
- Mario, Monza, Italy, 29/11/2011
22:59
Report abuse
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- Lesley, Presley, 29/11/2011 22:44
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- karen, tonbridge, 29/11/2011 22:22
Click to rate
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This "news" was released months ago. Why is the DM only reporting on it now?
Surely there is no such thing as a "slow news day" any more the way the world is
heading!
- Molly, UK, 29/11/2011 22:19
Report abuse
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Avoid white flour, potatoes, carrots, bananas... pasta, rice, things like that.
- Gordon Wagner, San Diego CA USA,
29/11/2011 20:25
Report abuse
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I do eat healthily, I am a vegetarian and I am diabetic. Unfortunately I still need
injections to stimulate my pancreas which stopped working suddenly. I am a type 2
diabetic, and diet alone will not fix my problem - if only it could.
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